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BEHIND THE FRONT COVER.

This is being written the afternoon of Monday,August 23rd .The date 
wa had originally planned as mailing date for this issue.So I had been 
sweating away Saturday night,in order to get my sheet finished*trying not 
to rush the job too much for fear of making errors?and as a result 
promptly being accused of changing the language.(I did manage to spell 
know ”knwo’’,but still....)-
As promised I turned up at Dave’s office before lunch,where I parked 
the motorbike between two ear® promptly earning some very nasty swear
words for not leaving enough room for the cars to baok out.Ignoring this* 
/I5m used to far worse from Dave,and surtout Harry),! climbed the stairs 
and rapped my knuckles on the door.Just in cane some bright fello^ might 
say "go away",I followed up the sound of the knock,coming face to face with a 
lady,a gentleman, and.. .Always polite ..that3s me.Let’s call him Dave .A glance 
at me,a grunted hiye,and once more he concentrated on the sheet of paper 
before 1 imd was pleased to note that he had a blue pencil in his hand,and 
that he was carefully editing his own sc^riptoNever before have I seen such 
a mess.Where once I had been able to read the closely typed Lines,data!ling 
his life story,with especial respects paid to the sf part of it,I found blue

What a mess he made of his life.

cancellations,red additions,and several lines of squeezy handwriting.Blinking 
at all this,! took out the masters for ITTA,and shoved them under his nose. 
"Haven’t you finished your sheet?” I asked,not really believing the evi
dence before me.’!No,I don’t seem to get the hang of it,Don’t like the thing

Writing his autobiography,he couldn’t help disliking himself.

very much.” I wasn’t too surprised,knowing the sordid things that had been 
included.Nevertheless,not giving up all hope of yet meeting the mailing 
date I asked "When do you expect to get the article finished?” Another sullen 
glance at the previously neat sheet,a furtive look at me,and ’’When do you 
have to post it?" "I had intended to send them off today,but I suppose it 
will be alright to post them off tomorrow.Just as long it doesn’t take you 
a week.They’re being sent as periodicals,not as first class ma.il.” "You’ll 
have them tomorrow." This very reassuringly,even though lines of doubt still 
creased his brow.
I managed to get a supposedly satisfied grin on my face,and changing over 
to mailing costs,remarked upon the postal regulations covering the sending 
of periodicals."They must have a front cover,denoting periodioy,title,reapP 
publisher and no text,though illustrations are allowed.Have we anything in 
the way of illustrations?Or ideas?"Blank looks,utter silence."Havenet we?" 
Same.”Well how about that drawing Ken did at my place,still got it?" Dave 
threw me a horrified look,and after a search to locate his tongue,shouted 
"NO,not THAT." "Well,why not?" "Eh,you can’t,.! mean...eh,you just can’t." 
"They won’t expect anything better from a twerpzine.And surely it is very 
ORIGINAL.” "Look, Jan , you can 3t.. . .Well. . . .as long as you take the blame.1' 
"Hand it over." And I am proud to present you:
KES. Self-portrait.(special eifects by Marcel Maurin-three star brandy.)

Have just seen the first copies of the other pages.Lousy.No more hecto here 
Even though the drawings are easier to copy,o r reputation(?) comes first.

pages.Lousy.No
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TRUdAN brays.

Our Ghulord,who art in Belfast, 
Hollow’d be thy fame.
Thy fandoms come, 
(And go all the same!) 
Thy will be done, in OHP A. 
As it is in Ireland.
Give us today our daily letter, 
(And fortnightly Slant!) 
Forgive us our insolence 
As we condone your hibernation. 
Lead us not into temptation 

deliver us from Proxyboo,

IN FOR A PENNY,.........

WHAT’S IN A NAME? If I remember correctly, one or the other newspaper 
or weekly,used to run regular articles on this subject,explaining the 
various origins of surnames.No,don’t worry,I am not going to start a 
similar line here.Just wondered if you would be able to make out the 
origin of this magazine’s title.Have a try.No prices offered’About 
time we got rid of that Alpha,Beta,Gamma sequence of publications. 
As Dave has told me that he has a sort of article prepared for this 
"try-out”,I shall occupy myself by rambling along merrily,a sort of 
column,to keep using the same phraseology.This,that,and nothing else 
in particular will fill it,although I must try and keep it to fandom. 
We should have something to say about.........
I SOMETIMES HAVE TROUBLE with the English language. Like hibernation 
for instance.The description of the action fits the word,but not the 
relation to time.Perhaps we could use aesternation?
CONTINUING on the nations in the language,I suppose that nearly everyone 
of you has read Con-CCrastination.Only that should have been usion 
instead of nation.Con-Fusion to be exact. Why?
SHORTLY AFTER THE MANCON,Dave phoned me to say he had received a 
whopper of a con-report for publication in Alpha.lt was even better 
than I had expected,and I asked Dave whether he couldn’t do the sten
cilling on this before he went on leave,to avoid having to rush the 
job afterwards.Imagine our consterusion,eh,consternation,when a week 
later we received an apologetic note from Eric Bentcliffe,asking us 
to send back the report.A friend who had promised to do him one for 
Triode,had gotten meddled with a dame...A sinking feeling overtook us 
but being very nice people,even if fans,we d±d send back the manu
script, glad that we hadn’t started cutting the stencils after all. 
SOME TIME PASSED,then,along came Sidereal.Imagine my surprise at find
ing Con-Crastination listed on the cover.A furtive glance inside,and 
of course,there it was.Told Dave and showed him the fanzine.Why bother 
me with copies,he said,I’ve got the original back.I was confused by 
now,and it took another apologetic letter,which had accompagnied the 
ms to clear up the mess.In it EB suggested we use it ,as Sidereal 
didn’t have a large circulation,etc...I believe I’m being polite not 
quoting Dave’s reply.I can’t be sure,as I lost my copy,but I seem to 
recall some very unfannish expressions. Another letter followed from 
EJ,explaining that the muddle was due to his mistake,not reading the 
letter EB had sent along with Con-C.Even so,I’m sure you will agree 
that Con-Fusion is a far better title!

Alpha.lt


BUT ALL THAT talk about the ex-editor reminds me that I am sorely 
in need of Information on Space Times.Perhaps Brian Varley,who it 
seems,now*runs the show,is an OMPA member.In which ease,I would like 
to ask him what happened to my copies of ST.The latest issue received 
here was the April 1954. That’th is- should happen to the one fanzine 
I actually sent. a. cash subscriptDon’ijjtell gone' and
left us.'And Uhale Um at'it\b!r Varley^ i did i^nd you'^tificatldn of 
change of address,and a letter from-tfe present across'as well.Yet 
the Combozine,as well-as the last ST ren.eivel, &>ill -went. to ^ommeigemI 
Will you take this .as. ar reminder to changepur ^ub^listr.
SUBSCRIBE INDEEDI I also sent off a subscription'to anStMr British 
fanzine,way back ino iby one of an-to (f61d,and 
only recently have lobBen infbr^d^'tbat i'sh^JLl havQfmy. &ubsoTiption * 
honored,even if I .have totwdlf until 19^64^1‘m a N^y,JlblXging chap,I 
am.But please,don’t let me • have to remind ybva-g^iu at that time. 
LESSON IN FLEMISH,or a roundabout way to teach people'English as it 
should be writ! EI is a Flemish word,the English translation of which 
is egg.Now let us put egg into-the-word where ei should be21 reeeggved 
a receggpt on receggving .TRIODE.And if Eric Jones would only stop 
wondering about ergs,he might write received and receiving correctly. 
If he does this as a starting point for the modernisation of archaic 
English,as may be the case,my apologies.
YES,I RECEGGVED .TRIODE,along with a letter from Scotland,commenting 
on a quote from one of my letters,appearing in T.Arthur sure was in 
a hurry.As some of you might wonder about it as well,the letter quoted 
was written on receggpt of Con-Science.Since then we have,as readers of 
Alpha will undoubtedly know,discovered that Ben Abas was not yet dead, 
only hibernating (that word again,how about annonating this time?) and 
have started him drawing again.As far as Alpha is concerned,anyway. 
As Arthur writes 21 don’t understand your worries about artists.Ben’s 
cartoon for the Twerpcon was excellent! -And we have now uncovered more 
talent: Jean Steer.No folks,we aren’t grumbling no more.Triode should 
have been published three months earlier!
FROM ARTISTS TO TRUFANS is not too great a step.But what exactly is 
the Trufan supposed to be? Most people seem to differ on this,some it 
seems,even changing their minds occasionally.Like Stu Mackenzie,for 
instance.Sometime during June,and even as late as begin July,he still 
considered us true fans,having promised to forward us i,which,accor
ding to page 28 ’’all true fans will get.” After trying various subver
sive methods I finally got hold of a copy,though not via Stu.Appeal to 
the elite:would those considering us to be true fans tell Stu about it, 
and if we’re not,would they write and tell us just how we are to 
become such creatures? (Call it ESP if you like,but I sense a con
spiracy to deliver me 29 letters making improper suggestions!) 
DEVIL GIRL FROM MARS,according to Mal Ashworth,was funnier than 
Abbott a Costello,though unintentionally so.May I suggest you ask to 
see the Burgess Hat from Tyrol?This beats even Devil girl!It is even 
rumored that the sudden decrease in British export trade is due to 
uncountable workers being seized by fits upon Brian’s sudden appearance. 
THIS INNOCENT COLUIIN seems to have been turned into a veritable 
battlefield.Evil forces must be at work.If you only receive half of 
our effort due to the censors,afraid of the possibility that their 
most prominent member might get banned,refuse to send more than just 
this last paragraph,I’11 have to look for a new home for this column. , 
Any takers?
IF THIS MAILING seems rather a thin effort on our behalf,would you 
just this once accept our apologies? Ne did get to knwo about it 
rather late,and had a lot of work stacked up due to the recent ish 
of Alpha.We’ll make up for it next time.Until then,guess again.

Steer.No


/ vis if we didn’t have enough trouble• *. It isn’t bad enough, ha
ving" to worry about getting a fanzine out on time (sometimes) 5 buying 
to is of paper| borrowing loads of stencils (indefinitely)$taxing our 
diminutive brains to the utmost trying to produce mediocre articles, 
ineffective editorials and unsatisfactory stories? wasting tho of
fice’s time - and money - typing and stencilling said articles and/or 
editorials and/or storiosj mailing the darned things when they’re fi
nally ready5 paying for the postage $ then, when everybody’s received 
th-m, pacing some mors to make up for the insufficient postage they 
stick on their letters telling us how mediocre, ineffective and un
satisfactory said ^rtiqles, editorials and stories wero».ai and NOW, 
to cap it all.,, some blokes cone and ask us to join some Impossible 
sounding organisation and expect us to spend some more money pr3du° 
ci ,g some more mediocre*.. (see above), so that we should receive mo
pe letters telling us«* etc*, (see above)* I ask you i "IS IT WORTH 
IT ?n5”Do we have to stand for this This business of Fandcm is 
getting me down. If I’d known whe.t I was letting myself in for? I’d 
ne'jer have started this s»f *f«clvb/fanzine blooming racket.,. Do you 
knew that my hair is turning grey already,-, and I?m only 75s..Besides, 
what about my poor wife ? How am I going to justify all this surplus 
expense ? And what about those nice quiet evenings at home or at the 
pictures ? Quote s "Darling (with a trembling lip), I hardly ©ver see 
yon, anymore.»* You’re always away.., And when you do come homo, you1 
re busy writing some silly article (you see?) or reading some impos
sible story (she must have seen me with on© of Bert’s "Panther”] ooks) 
"Im don’t oven have time tc speak to me*,,” etc»etc..Need I go on ? 
Yo i see what I mean ?

OJG. so I’m a moaner*.. Sc I’m ruining myself and my family^. 
So I’m getting old before time,.* So I'm jeopardizing my social 
life and position# >. SO*., by the Great GHU, you shall have a bloo
ming article*, SO I’ll put in some extra time and spend some e? tra

. ■ . ..
sf missing it. Just try and 

les, think of the poor fen that mig
veil of some litarary "tours de force” (that’s French for ” m@ai.ing~ 
less drivel"). The question however^ is: "What in Ghod’s name rhall 
I write about? n. What do people expect of us ? Don’t answer that; 
What can a couple of Twerps like us possibly dream up that hasn’t al
ready oc ousted to thousands o? hardened s^f,veterans ??? Let me see*. 
Ah.h.. 1 knows ” Science-fiction”* That certainly seems to be a sub
ject that is seldom discussed when fans get together. At least X can 
nans several occasions when the subject has been veiy care fully7 evoi- 
dedj presumably the fen in question were otherwis< gaged at those 
times*..

Well, now that I’ve at last managed to make up my mind,I mall 
proceed with my own personal and invaluable experience in the x .old 
of science~fletion*. *

I’m not quite sure which was the first s®f« story that I 
eve r read, but I imagi?w it was a talc by H.G#Wells and I believe it 
war; published in "Amazing stories" and I think th© title wass ” When 
the moon ran wild ”e Is anybody as defiziTe&s I am on the last i ire© 

was another story by Wells*either in the sa
ne issue or another one, called ” The thing that walked in the rain"* 
bw my senile mind is no longer as sharp as it used to be ( I c mid 
sp: it hairs with anybody at s. distance of six feet one©) and I havo 
bux a very faint recollection of this dim and distant past.



I couldn’t even tell you the date on that mag, not even the year, I 
know it must have been prior to 193-’$ because I remember reading it 
in the living room of our home in Bouehout, a one-horse village ap
proximately o miles outside Antwerp, and we lived there until 193$» 
(Cute5 aren’t I ?) Possibly it was oxie of the first "Amazings" to be 
published (?)• Can anybody cheek on that ? Thank you.
Of course, ones I had read s.f. and experienced the delights of that 
type of literature, I could hardly read anything else, How of course 
I can hardly read anything at all (All right, no need to get perso
nal)* By the way. I wonder how that A.S. ever got into our house ?

It was not long after that I came across the "War of the worlds” 
(It would appear that H»G8 had the monopoly in those days) and read 
it, not once, but many times.**(As you probably know - you old vete
rans- there was a scarcity of s.f* in those days* especially in Bel- 
gium). I don’t recall seeing any other s.f* mags until th® year 193 5 
when X finally came across the famous "Wonder stories” edited by 
Gernsbaek* There were some very good stories in there, to wit: “ In 
caverns below* by Stanton A.Coblentz $ “The green man of Graypek” by 
Festus Prague11 (incidentally, if anyone has got Vol.7, nos. 3 and 
of 1935 - W«S*, I should very much like to buy them; maybe I can 
wish that story then)* Then came the “Tales of Wonder” 1933 & 1939? 
not to mention “Scoops”, a weekly (I think) paper containing ( now 
and then) some .fairly acceptable yarns* I had about twelve or four
teen issues of the latter. Then I discovered a copy of "Scienee-fiC" 
tion"and “Marvel” in the bookshop and was just acquiring th© begin
nings of a stock of s.f. when the blooming war broke out, and now 
most of my stock has vanished,(together with a batch of “hot records 
etc,,), with th© exception of a couple of old “Wonders” (without co
vers) and an odd copy of “Marvel” or “Science-fiction”* Of course, 
I’ve acquired a new stock in the meantime*., Howevern to continue,. 
During the war, I came across an occasional copy of “Thrilling Won
der stories” in a second-hand bookshop, or “Astounding" (B.R.E.) , 
which I read avidly and stored very carefully away in a safe palce 
(place that should be) to read again later,

Well, the war came,,, and went and I put away my drum-sticks 
and eventually found myself back in Twerpland, only to discover that 
my old newsagent, who still ran his old business, didn’t have a sin
gle s.f. mag to his name, curse him*

Year followed barren year without a change in the situation, 
except that J. did manage to find an occasional second-hand copy of 
"Amazing” or “Astounding", until at last I came across, in a diffe
rent bookshop, a new “Astounding” (September ?MO*Of course, I bought 
it. Of course, I wasn’t sorry* Of course, I bought the next ish too 
and the next and the next.*, And then* 1 came across "Future"* Of 
course, 1 bought that too (It was the Jan.'52 ish), I even bough's 
the next ones too-,* and thdn*.* I came across a bloke named Jansen 
and then I came a cropper... then aY troubles started. Natux’ally, I 
met him in the bookshop, as you know (if you don’t, consult "Alpha” 
n°3 - April 195^ - page 1 (Advt*)) and naturally, not being hardened 
fen yet, we discussed s.f. and weighed the possibilities of starting 
a club... After that was fixed, we weighed the possibilities of star
ting a fansine... Now that’s fixed too, and HOW I HAVN’T THE TIME 
TO READ ALL THE MGS AND NOVELS AND FANZINES THAT COME POURING IN
FROM ALL CORNERS OF THE GLOBE... For GHU’s sake will somebody plea
se ask somebody to invent a time-ma chine, so I can go back forafbw 
months- or years- and catch up on all this literature that’s staring 
me la the face every day.;. I’m sure it’s mocking me,,. It seems to 
be saying “ Well, you tried hard enough to acquire a s.f* library,» 
Well 5 now you’ve got one,., and now,,, WHAT -ARE YOU GOING TO DO A- 
BOUT IT ? Please help me fallows.^ IT’S DRIVING ME SANE »»



Being further nonsense und ge^neraX tterB And ww ? Well, _ye are sup* 
posed to run off 3 p&gos every quarccr a nA although wa hadrPt meant to 
io so tills bimen Dave being very \c' 1^- having a go#i.»
fhx?e shouldn’t have been time to do it inj only, being lazier- than u« 
suo tv Dave hasn't even finished his article. Ee must be sure about the 
immaculate quality of his piece bof rre showering his co members with the 
heavenly fruits of his labour® And .n the meantime, 1 just run merrily 
alongg bringing this to regulation ;minimum) size*
I received the circular about the ”purposes of OMPA” some time ago and 
have tried to establish the mutual ./&laticns between ITTA and these lis* 
ted items. Taking them in order ?
1/- Per sons lisa t ion t A publication based on this system is indeed the 
next step beyond the personal lette:<. In it, X am abJe to soil sone 
guys 5 which 1 c- wbuldn t have done in Alpha* The latter partly because 
of the serious*mindedness of s< . of our re« .....
be capable of starting & war over sijch silly things * (So would X)e 
2/- ^suitability like saying the three of us were pretty : 
ked” on Convention night in Antwerp* * But indeed

■ ; •!?• ?;.s- p: A ' ...-•:-.'..a...;; c y--: ■•; FS h&s s iown hi$«»
self capable of but in OMPA ?
3/ • gaSE&agaSaXi&B ’ Wbf® the sWe eoqld equally fest In pieces, 
but which X prefer to set apart, to make an example of the magnificent 
>D a arturo (it will be it Da ■ ’. .' . . ? partner is even
now sweeting ovepj or was &t swearing ?
h/- Provision s which doesn’t apply to either of us, as we’re liable to 

.. ■ - ■ ■ - :.. ■./: .. inis \ ■ .. w
there’s Beta (the Flemish sister) Gamma (The Merec )elta
(to be the Francophile part) has already

. J ■ ■ ■ ■ .■ . •■ . •
hospital), ill hention Esperanto*

5A Appreciationt you did say nfriendly” ? 1 presms that all the mea^ 
bers have a far better knowledge of English than X have* but just in 

me oxr the other gets stuck . D; {
Al^ha for that letter) her« are wordy you Mght llh^ to 
yo<? ft fealing of maturity to us<a ones? Nlce^ (;<K>d?interesting 
excellent.fine9beautifUl9very goodfexoecclnip.y tf.:-< .

: ... ■ . I;
th« ward that easiest to xlnd5 Oisinissi the :A<7H almost ijaviedi- 
at<ilyt unpalatable, vexatious 9 irksome 9plat itudinqus ^uncongenial, indeco- 
rouswSOrio-or ^gi-comib,bumptious^oontuzaelious, ad a»«

to ;’.;ost of you Cf/p^esuiae), About tkw neglectIk Inc'/srK.noy and the or- 
thogr^phy we have to uidsrgo, ^ust A - cause we carrot defend ourselves 
except by means of this puerile missive*

-^t surely this dOD^n*t xaean <3^t xw;i£ of you 
^cing to write us no moro surely ?

would we liken ^7... to the Circle V Whore a
aew-times’ will ho afraid to enter, for fear t?xey;ll make him broke ?

8 doesn’t show at first sight. But here lias buried 
the whole reason fon ViniP intense activity to make & success of GME . 
Trying to lead which he has lately held, by his publication
of the f&n directory, he has noted t* -s attempt by our good friend KichaGl 
to vork out a scheme f Jr a new, and :nore detailed far/-list« tlot willing 
to play .-^eond fiddle, out ha cornea with the bright idea of collecting 
all the fan publishers :Ln one grbuf) and putting in the ninth clause, 
just to enable him *cd direct us to do ths rork he hasn't the time fors 
oIk new complete ^abridgeddirectory <.«. Ev-ki so ?
10 / ’ s Xi W LI» BE FUxIc



A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A FAN.
rrrrrrrrriiiiiiliimnnnnnngggggggg ♦ .. © „ ©.,, „ ©
One eye opens, a glance around th® s’oom revealing that light has already 
penetrated the curtains® One ear still hears the ghastly rattle of the 
alarm clock© One hand majestically appears above the blankets and sweeps 
towards the source of annoyance® A dull thud®®. Tic tac,tic tac,»® ano
ther tliree seconds® Hand has gone, ear is deaf to the world and the eye 
has cbsed again in vain attempt to recall the beautiful slave-girls of 
Jacemaca®... Half an hour®©. one hour®®.and a half®.® a renewed stirring 
in the bed, two eyes taking in the daylight, ears hearing the sounds on 
the street and a pair of hands suddenly throwing off the blankets-while 
a mouth, yes only one, cries "Heavens, I’m late alreadyRush to the 
->’-»you know5 faster still to the water tap, fill the kettle with water 
and light the gas., A hurried dab in the face, the soap hardly wet in the 
course of th© affair® A glance in the mirror at the sleepy eyes, stubbly 
chin, aad unruly hair, Ho time, must rush®
Kettle boilings Nescafe is quickest He breads®Oh damn® Can t spare the 
time to get some* Some biscuits will do® Ouch©.» this coffee is hot® 
Shoes over socks5 Shirt and jacket। Where’s that tie gone to ? Never mind, 
take another® Look in the bedroom© Wife still asleep after a hard night’s 
work (?) "Bye dear"® Down the steps, three at a time, through the front 
door, politely left open by someone else® Round ths corner to the garage® 
My ignition key ??? Bang, upstairs again® Half th® drawer? unloaded® 
There it is® Slam goes the door.,, three at a time, down® 0h? the postman 
cometh, Ten minutes later, still chuckling over the letter from that 
subscriber, and the cover of the just-received fanzine, and the extract 
of the letter of his they published, the motorbike rolls out of the ga
rage® A glance at the windows before going off, Still no sign of the wife© 
And so*® to the office©
Late again ? Yes, motorbike ran out of gas. Had to walk nearly half an 
hour to the filling station© And the other half-hour ???
Pick up the papers for customs and off to the docks® Boat is unloading} 
railcars are charged} the fan reads the fanzine© ® ®© Two hours later, an
other office®B Not ready ? To-morrow for sure©®®. Back to the office® 
Not much doing® "May X borrow you?? typewriter for a moment ?"©. On® hour 
later, signs his letters, posts them and goes home for lunch® 
" Wake up darling" , "Time to get ready for the shift”,©® "Tea or coffee? 
Tea of course”®- Lunch, cup of tea, and a cigarette, and the letter to 
re-read. Still chuckling at the concents, off to work (?) again^ Library 
on the way there» so late again, buc of no importance© Books were for 
the head clerk® Lousy tripe too®®® I!© agrees® "For my wife" he explains® 
"Cai?, I use that typewriter ?, some stuff I want to type out-«>"«» Mind 
working overtime® Ideas wanted® Pag5 two of the mag is still blank©Title? 
Yes® About this morning’s visit ? Yes? why not ? Give the others a chance 
to know you a bit more personally as It we?o® 0©K© Typing continues-«® 
Another page strated© Inside back® ‘.-o good® Half the page scrapped.
Make out some customs paper’s ??? Won’t to-morrow do ? I’m busy x-ight 
now® ® ® Oh, a11 right © ® ®

"Finished them® Caxi I go home ?" Whab.® an hour early? whatever for ??? 
Oh, some painting needs doing you 1: Wp" A smile, and D’Hooghe says : 
"I know"© Back home, wife gone? a pile of dishes left© Let’s do that 
mag first. Page 7 finished® A bite of bread and a cup of coffee in be
tween® Now what ? Bright idea® Good cartoon. One hour of hard work® No 
go® Simply can’t draw a line® Oh well®®. Write another article® /mother 
one ?? How about... NO} and the..® No® A colu®. Don’t mention the word© 
I know®.. A day in the life of a tan. Gosh... it’s midnight®


